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ISO9001 : Policy Statement 
 

 

MinDCet is a fabless mixed-signal IC design company, with a focus on integrated and discrete 
Power Management, including supply-chain support for characterization, qualification, 
production, packaging and testing.  MinDCet provides 4 types of products and services to their 
customers: 
 

• ASIC Design 
• Turnkey ASICs 
• ASIC Products 
• Measurement Systems 

 
MinDCet approaches each project equally important: every customer gets full attention, 
respecting the agreed leadtimes and milestones. 
The relation and communication with the customer has a capital role in the progress of the 
assignment; their input and feedback is used as input to enable a continuous improvement 
strategy. 
 
MinDCet engages their highly-skilled and educated team to  accomplish its customer 
projects. Employee selection is well prepared, screening each candidate on various skills and 
expertise.  Each employee can count on an elaborated individual training program that is 
reviewed and adjusted on a continuous base. This strategy ensures that MinDCet always 
operates with the state-of-the-art technologies. 
 
MinDCet engages external suppliers and subcontractors to provide the necessary tools, 
equipment and resources to support their projects. 
The leadtimes and quality of these products and services are monitored on a continuous base, 
to support MinDCet’s permanent improvement strategy. 
 
MinDCet applies a strict quality system to monitor their services, products and 
performance, maintaining their customer focus as well as ensuring a continuous 
improvement.  Quality objectives are an integral part of the business. Every employee has 
the responsibility to co-realize these goals, assisted with the required supporting procedures, 
instructions and forms.  The management is committed to provide the resources for the 
realization of the quality objectives. 
 
MinDCet implements and develops its quality system according to the ISO 9001 standards, to 
enable a continuous monitoring and improvement of its performance in terms of quality and 
customer satisfaction, with the engagement to meet all legal requirements. 
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